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See Note: Capstone Option

Technical Electives
19 hours minimum

Taken from the following list:
1. At least 16 hours of Advance core electives
2. ECEn 5xx
3. CS 236 or 240
5. Physics 222
6. Other engineering or CS courses as approved by the department.

Notes:
1. Before enrolling in ECEn 212, you must pass Phy 220 and Math 113 with an average grade of B or better, or get clearance from the department advisor.
2. All classes in the Supporting (green) and EE-core (blue) sections must be taken to graduate.
3. Before taking any course, all prerequisite courses must be completed first.
4. Capstone Option: ECEn 490 and 2 tech electives may be replaced by ME 475/476